Backnumbers and special rule for J1
and deaf athletes
Extract from the IBSA JUDO
REGULATIONS (IJR) point 5 & 6
& the new judo-gi measure

BACKNUMBERS IN GENERAL
The use of an official back number is mandatory. Ensuring this is the responsibility of the
participating country.
The list of IJF approved judogi suppliers is available at https://www.ijf.org/supplier-list.
The judogi consists of a jacket and a pair of trousers and must be worn with a belt. The
brand of both the jacket and trousers must be the same. Female competitors shall also wear
a white T-shirt.
The backnumber should include the name of the judoka and the NOC abbreviation of the
country. It should be ordered in an adequate time before the competition. Please see:
https://www.officialbacknumber.com/

If there is a lack of a proper judo-gi and a back number the local organizers provide a proper
judo-gi from the reserve judo-gi, but in this case the coach is not allow to escort the judoka
to the mat and coaching. The LOC provide an escort. Sewing the sign of blindness for J1
athletes (red circle) and deafness (yellow circle) on the judo-gi back number is the
responsibility of the participating countries. The local organizers should provide red and
yellow stickers for the reserve judo-gi backnumber (sticker).
It is strongly recommended that the judoka bring two back numbers in their own name to the
competition.
The LOC provides sewing machine to sew the back number.

“MARKING ON J1 ATHLETES AND DEAF ATHLETES
J1 competitors are required to wear the red mark. The mark is a red circle placed on
the official back number.
A deaf athlete is required to wear the yellow mark. The mark is a yellow circle placed
on the official back number. (See the example below.)”
example:

The place of the marking is changed from January 1st 2022.
• The red circle is recommended to use after the first official international eye
classification.
o It is obligatory to use it from the start of the qualification series.
• The yellow circle is recommended to use from January 1st 2022.
o It is obligatory to use it from the start of the qualification series.
In the case that, in the absence of an eye examination, it is not certain whether the
competitor belongs to the J1 or J2 class, the organizers provide the red circle and
there is no penalty.
JUDO-GI RULES – EXTENTION OF TOLERANCE PERIOD
The tolerance period is extended until January 1st 2023 of the judo-gi regulation for the
Paralympic circle 2022-2024.
(Followed by the IJF regulation.)
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